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Lexis+ provides students and practitioners exclusive access to leading practice area resources, such as 
Matthew Bender® treatises and Practice Centers. Click on the links below to tap into the highly regarded and heavily 
accessed legal and news sources for your practice area needs.

 —Labor and Employment Law is a definitive and complete guide to labor

—This title features comprehensive coverage that keeps pace with 
the continuing evolution of the law relating to employment discrimination based on race, sex, religion,
national origin, age, disability and union membership. With its breadth of coverage, detail, depth of analysis
and accessibility of information, Larson on Employment Discrimination is packed with analysis of applicable
law, and in tune with today’s workplace issues. Rely on the leading authorities in the field of employment
discrimination. 
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Larson’s Workers’ Compensation Law—Larson’s can be relied on as THE premier source for analysis of 
substantive workers’ compensation law. This means you can cite Larson’s as a precedent, as the courts
often do in their opinions. Larson’s Workers’ Compensation Law is the comprehensive, authoritative
treatise used by all state commissions and cited, with great frequency, by courts in all states. This title:
provides valuable insight into this complex area of the law; covers situations already litigated, as well as
newly developing areas of the law; discusses the variations in state law and their consequences; brings order
to a welter of local practices by grouping states that agree on a particular pattern of law; provides quick
access by both legal principle and fact situation indexing; provides up-to-date, detailed case summaries for
comparison of facts and holdings; discusses interaction of workers’ compensation with other laws, such as the
Americans with Disabilities Act, Social Security, and Longshore and Harbor Workers’ Compensation Act; and
contains helpful examples illustrating main points.

and employment law. It is the only work of its kind, providing comprehensive federal and state coverage,
from A to Z, in one resource. It includes quality analysis on all aspects of labor and employment law, from
well-known topics such as union elections and sexual harassment, to lesser understood subjects like
employment arbitration, wage and hour law, and employee privacy.

Labor & Employment Law Practice 

Lexis+ Practice Centers
To access all Lexis+ Practice Centers: Under the search box, go to Explore, click Practice Area, then
click View our Practice Centers.

—This title includes comprehensive coverage of the most explosive issues in laborUnjust Dismissal (Larson)
 law today. It analyzes workers’ rights and employers’ responsibilities with respect to: employee handbooks
and personnel manuals; free speech and privacy in the workplace; sexual morals; whistleblowing; refusal to
participate in criminal activity; and drug and alcohol screening. The Employee Relations Guide details
preventive practices by which employers can minimize claims. The thorough practice appendix includes forms,
checklists, sample interrogatories and motions, and jury instructions.
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